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Proposal Reports 

C12-18-005 

Scientific Rating:  N/A 

Recommendation: Deferred

Title:  Timelike Compton Scattering off a Transversely Polarized Proton 

Spokespersons: M. Boer (contact), V. Tadevosyan, A. Camsonne, D. Keller 

Motivation: This proposal aims to measure Timelike Compton Scattering (TCS) off the proton 
using a transversely polarized NH3 target in Hall C. By measuring transverse spin asymmetries
and the unpolarized cross-section, this process gives access to Compton Form Factors, some of
which are accessible in approved DVCS and TCS experiments.  Assuming the applicability of
factorization, the Compton Form Factors can be parametrized in terms of GPDs.  This
measurement can be used to test the universality of GPDs and to obtain useful information to
constrain them, in particular the GPD E, which is of considerable interest due to its relation with
partonic angular momentum. 

Measurement and Feasibility: The measurement will take place in Hall C and requires the use
of a Compact Photon Source and of a transversely polarized NH3 target. The recoil proton is
reconstructed using the GEM tracking chambers, and the e+e− pair is reconstructed using the
GEMs, a set of Hodoscopes, and a modified NPS-like electromagnetic calorimeter (ECal). The
proposal requests 50 PAC days.  This measurement requires the selection of the exclusive final
state p e+e− with an untagged bremsstrahlung photon beam.  As the photon beam is untagged, a
first and second level trigger setup is used to suppress the non-exclusive background.  

Issues: The scientific goals of the experiment have been clarified following previous PAC 
recommendations.  However, there remain many open problems on the technical realization of the
proposal, which could jeopardize the measurement. In the following, we list several technical 
challenges that we think need to be addressed in detail to establish that the measurement is feasible.

• The questions in the TAC report should all be answered in detail: many relevant points are 
raised that need to be addressed before one can be confident that the experiment is 
technically feasible.

• It must be shown that the GEMs to be used can operate at the luminosities of the experiment
without a negative impact on their resolution and efficiency. 

• The radiation damage on the hodoscope and on the photosensors used in the different
subdetectors has to be assessed. 

• The proposal must discuss the required level and stability of calibration of the different 
subdetectors that will allow one to measure the kinematic variables to the precision 
discussed in the proposal. 
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• It should be demonstrated that the particle identification for the e+e− pair suppresses the
non-resonant exclusive and the SIDIS π+π− backgrounds enough to cleanly isolate the small 
TCS signal. 

• The plan to realize the modifications to the NPS needed for the experiment should be
specified in detail. 

• The PID response and its fluctuations should be simulated in a full GEANT simulation of
the detector setup. 

Summary: The PAC acknowledges that the physics case of the proposal is strong and nicely
complements the extensive program of GPD-related measurements at JLab.  However, given the 
difficulty of the measurement, the PAC feels that a deeper review of the experimental issues raised 
above is required, and that the collaboration needs to increase their workforce focusing on the
challenging technical issues of this proposal. Given the extent of the additional work needed, the
PAC recommends a deferral of this proposal, to enable sufficient time for addressing the technical 
issues. 


